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The World Wide WebThe World Wide Web

� A facet of the Internet

� A software program that has made the 
Internet more accessible

� Web software works with a Web browser 
and allows users to receive mulit-media 
information.

Web SitesWeb Sites

� A web site – any location on the Internet 
that contains information.

� URL – a web site’s unique address.

� Home Page/Web Page – the top level 
information at a web site.

� Hypertext – links to and from files 
located on servers anywhere on the 
Internet

Information on the WebInformation on the Web

� Directories
◦ Yahoo directory

◦ Librarian’s Internet Index

� Guides, Resource Lists, Links Lists

� Search Engines – a software program that 
performs a search on the Web, a specific 
site, a database or an index
◦ Google

◦ Yahoo

◦ Alta Vista
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Common Features of Search Common Features of Search 
EnginesEngines
� Use software programs called “spiders” or 
“crawlers” to look for pages that are stored 
on servers worldwide.

� Store the pages in a database that houses all 
the Web documents retrieved.

� Analyze and rank the data in the database 
to create an index of links.

� Provide a search mechanism that searches 
the index for specific words or phrases and 
retrieves matching information.

Different Features Different Features -- IndexingIndexing

� Some engines scan the entire page for all 
relevant words

� Some just scan the words at the top of 
the page (title) and meta tags

What they don’t findWhat they don’t find

� Newly created pages

� Deep web information

◦ Pages that are not linked to other

◦ Online database content

◦ Sites that require registration

◦ Sites that limit access by search engine spiders 
(only accessible through a direct search)

GoogleGoogle

� BEFORE you search –

◦ “crawls” pages on the open web 

◦ copies text and images

◦ builds a database

� WHEN you search –

◦ ranks pages in your results by word
occurance, location on page, popularity.

◦ Over 200 factors in all
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Searching using GoogleSearching using Google

� Be specific

◦War of 1812 economic causes vs. American 
history

� Use academic and professional terms

◦ Domestic architecture vs. houses

� Phrase searching

◦ “Alexander Bell” searches that phrase in the 
exact order 

Searching using GoogleSearching using Google

� Specific site searching (site:)

◦ Iraq site: nytimes.com

◦ Iraq site: .gov

◦ Iraq site: .iq

� Exclude terms (-)

◦ jaguar -cars -footbal -os

◦ Anti-virus software vs. anti-virus -software

� Fill in the blanks (*)

◦ Obama voted * on the * bill

Searching using GoogleSearching using Google

� Searching exactly as is (+)
◦ Coach +tote will not search handbag.

� Or
◦ Philadelphia Eagles 2004 OR 2005 vs. Philadelphia 
Eagles 2004 2005.

� Webpage title search
◦ intitle: hybrid

◦ allintitle: hybrid mileage

� filetype:

� define:

Exceptions!Exceptions!
� Search is rarely absolute
◦ For better or for worse

◦ 34 * 87

� Stopwords
◦ ‘a’ ‘for’ ‘the’ are usually ignored, but there are exceptions

� Synonyms – might replace some words in your original query

� A particular word might not appear on a page in your results 
if there is sufficient evidence that the page is relevant
◦ overhead view of the Bellagio pool

� Punctuation that is not ignored
◦ C++ or C#

◦ Nikon 400 vs. Nikon $400

◦ Hyphens

◦ quick_sort
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Google ScholarGoogle Scholar

� Specialty search tool

� Unearths information not found in a 
regular Google search

� Largely academic in nature

� Relevant content

� Small snippets, not the full-text


